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Fall Ball had its biggest turnout in the last
four years on Nov. 18, with 864 students in
attendance.
"People really enjoyed themselves at the
event," said Gina Corsiglia, SEAC vice
president of event operations and senior art
history and French major. "The venue was
large enough and the music was good."
Though the evening was deemed success-
ful, there were a few snags along theway. The
first ofwhich was the lack ofa Fall Ball chair
for the weeks leading up to the event.
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In a classic tale of David and Goliath, two
Seattle University students are trying to make
condoms available in the Student Health Center.
They have armed themselves with facts and
figures. There is only one obstacle standing
in their way: Seattle University is a Catholic
school.
Many other universities, both private and
public, provide condoms in their student health
centers - but very few Catholic schools do.
Alice Kungu, senior political science major
and senior representative forASSU, and Shawn
Wilkinson, sophomore international studies
major, residential representative forASSU and
networking chairfor the SU Triangle Club, are
looking to have this changed.
The school policy states that "the indis-
criminate distribution of condoms and other
birth control devices is inconsistent with the
university's mission as a Catholic/Jesuit in-
stitution."
Fr. Jes Sauer, SJ, director of the Ignatian
Retreat Program and adviser to the senior class,
says that the Catholic teachings surrounding
sexuality revolve around "the gift oflife." The
Church teaches that in committed relationships,
sex is an expression of love and a uniting force
in marriage. From these principles, the church
frowns on both the use of contraception and
premarital sex.
"[According to Catholic teaching] it in itself
is a very sacred act," said Raymond Sienkie-
wicz, freshman history major and practicing
Catholic.
Ona more practical level, "condoms ... still
don't have the same 100 percent success rate
as abstinence," said Sienkiewicz.
However, as a significant portion ofcollege
students do choose to be sexually active, many
seem to think that this Catholic viewpoint is Far
from reasonable, especially withconcerns like
AIDS and STDs.
"It's flat out ignorance," said Liz Power,
freshman creative writing major.
The Student Health Center(SHC) uses what
is called the "A-B-C-D" approach withregard
to sexual health and sex education.
Off-campus housing
prices continue to climb
Canda Harbaugh
Smaller renting pool due to job growth, condo
conversions contributes to higher rent prices
harbaugh@seattleu. edu
The freshman class gets larger every
year and until SU builds more student
housing, more juniors and seniors will find
themselves looking for housing offcampus.
Several factors are causing the number of
affordablerental units to shrink, making the
housing market, especially around Seattle
University, grim for students.
The number ofrental units have dropped,
according to a survey by Dupre+Scott
Apartment Advisors, because of Seattle's
strong job growth in the past year, the loss
of a record number ofrental units to condo
conversions, and rising home prices caus-
ing more people to rent. The survey only
includedrental apartments with 20 or more
units, but is an indicator for what the hous-
ing market looks like as a whole.
Vacant rental units have declined all
throughout Seattle, causing the average rent
to go up and incentives, such as free cable, to
go down. The rent prices in neighborhoods
surrounding Seattle University- the Central
District and Capitol Hill - have skyrock-
eted compared to therise in prices in other
Seattle neighborhoods. Last year, the price
of renting a one-bedroom apartment in the
Central District (which is roughly bordered
by Broadway, Madison Street, Dearborn
Street and 31 st Avenue) went up 29 percent
- from $977 to $ 1,266.The Capitol Hill and
Eastlake neighborhoods (directly north of
Central District, stretching to Lake Union)
cost of renting a one-bedroom went up 45
percent - from $811 to $1,177.
Part of the rent increase in King County
has to do with the market correcting itself
after a recession that hit in 2001, according
to a Seattle P-I article published in August.
The average price that renters pay in King
County has recently jumpedback up to what
renters paid in 2001. Simply put, economic
forces caused rents to go down in 2001 and
now those forces are causing them back
up. But the rental prices in neighborhoods
surrounding Seattle University have far
surpassed correcting themselves.
Men start regular season 4-1
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu.edu
The Seattle University men's basketball
team continued on its winning streak, going
4-1 after winning a pair at home and a pair
on the road.
The first two wins came during the annual
Elgin Baylor Tip-Off Classic, held in honor
of former SU elite basketball player, Elgin
Baylor. Baylor is recognized as one of SU's
best athletes of all time - he led the former
Chieftains to the 1958 NCAA Champion-
ship game, he went on to play for the NBA's
Minneapolis and Los Angeles Lakers and he
was inducted into the Naismith Memorial
Basketball Hall ofFame in 1977.
Most recently, Baylor recently received
the Executive of the Year award as General
Manager of the NBAs Los Angeles Clip-
pers.
"The Tip-Off Classic is set up to honor
a great legend like [Baylor] and [to try] to
connect and constantly keep the great history
in focus for our program to try to get to that
level," said Joe Callero, head coach.
Needless to say, the tournament's dedica-
tion represents the prestige of basketball at
Seattle University and the men's team man-
aged to cling to that pride on theirhome court
under the retired jersey of Baylor himself.
The first game saw the Redhawks matched
up against 24th-ranked Sonoma State Uni-
versity. Sonoma took an early lead, 13-3 in
the first minutes of play, but Seattle refused
to bow down and ended up shooting 57.7
percent from the field which led them to a
68-55 victory.
Alex Riedlinger / The Spectator
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"The initials stand for Abstinence; Being
faithful in a mutually monogamous relation-
ship if you are sexually active; Consistent
and Correct condom use ifyou are not using
A or B; and Diagnosis, Disclosure and Dis-
cuss with your partners about your history
of disease and other partners," said Maura
O'Connor, director of the SHC.
While the SHC does not provide condoms
or other methods ofcontraception, itdoes pro-
vide "hormone therapy" in the form ofbirth
control, for certain medical conditions.
The "Condoms4Campus" campaign is a
Triangle Club initiative. Their stated aim is
to make condoms openly available in the
health center. Wilkinson and Kungu plan to
present the issue to ASSU after World AIDS
Day, Dec. 1.
Meanwhile, theTriangle Club is presenting
a petition to the student body which will be
available during lunch hours in the Cherry
Street cafeteria all week. As ofTuesday eve-
ning, they already had several hundred signa-
tures. The club aims to have 1000 signatures
by the end of the week. In January there may
be a discussion forum on the topic, for both
faculty and students.
As a leading Jesuit university, the adminis-
tration stresses the importance of discussing
"cura personalis," or, care of the person. It
follows from Jesuit values that the SU com-
munity should discuss evenmatters pertaining
to sexual health.
To administrators, the chances of change
are slim.
"I don't see [condoms on campus] hap-
pening any time soon," said Rob Kelly, vice
president for Student Development.
The issue of contraception apparently
comes up every few years. However, Kelly
stressed that the discussion that happens sur-
rounding ideas ofsexual health is nonetheless
very important.
"The conversation is one that people are
listening to," he said.
Seattle University is obligated to uphold
certain Catholic standards, and for the most
part, those standards are consistent with the
lives of students. Kelly said that SU's Jesuit
identity is a "reason many students choose to
come to here."
Sauer said that"there's no one ... that's not
willing to see this conversation continue."
However, when students question Seattle
University's Catholic values, it is necessary
that they understand the policies in place
and come prepared to talk about the reasons
behind those values. The faculty ofSU is not
oblivious to the fact that many students do
engage in sexual activity, but rather seeks to
create an environment where mature deci-
sions can be made surrounding the choice to
have sex. Although on a personal level Sauer
may not agree with the Condoms4Campus
campaign, he said that if Kungu can show
that this issue is reflected in the senior class'
deepest wishes, he will support it in his role
as adviser to the senior class.
According to Kungu, the issue of making
condoms available on campus is one that
pertains directly to the Jesuit value of social
justice. While the use of contraception does
contradict strict Catholic doctrine, "the school
has more latitude than the church per se." The
idea, said Kungu, is "integrating theology
with reality."
Both faculty and students have noted that
condoms are available withinblocks ofcam-
pus; Planned Parenthood is located at 2001
E. Madison St.
"It's like they don't want to deal with
[the politics]," said Wilkinson about the
university's refusal to provide condoms on
campus. "As adults, regardless of Seattle
University's religious affiliation, we should be
able to make our own personal decisions in an
informedand responsible manner."
A study abroad program is going to Belize
this summer on a health and human service
mission which will service victims ofAIDS.
Wilkinson said that although condoms are
not completely foolproof, they are the best
known prevention method for AIDS. Both
Wilkinson and Kungu feel that it is necessary
to bring this aspect of social justice back onto
campus, but "[the issue] is beingpoliticized,"
said Wilkinson.
However, Sauer disagrees.
"I believe condoms use in Africa [where
AIDS is an epidemic] is a justice issue," he
said. "I believe it's not a justice issue atSeattle
University."
To Wilkinson, it seems inconsistent that
the university supports theologically diverse
programming and opportunities, yet "draws
a hard line" on the issue ofsex. For him, with
all of the misconceptions surrounding sexual
health, advocating condoms seems to be a
logical step.
At Georgetown University, a Jesuit school
in Washington, D.C., the club H*yas For
Choice has distributed condoms in the past,
in an area ofcampus known as "Red Square,"
which is a designated free-speech area. This
case seems hopeful for the Triangle Club's
campaign.
However, there is a tension between
promoting a healthy learning environment
for issues like contraception, and Catholic
tradition.
"As a community we're tasked with making
a decision," said JacobDiaz, deanofstudents
and assistant vice president for Student De-
velopment.
It is up to SeattleUniversity to interpret and
explore our mission, said Diaz - but "either
way, [there are] implications."
Although the Condoms4Campus campaign
may not see immediate results, students and
faculty seem to agree that the subject merits
consideration.
CampusNews
In an unconventional setting, students celebrate Thanksgiving
Chris Kissel
kisselc@seattleu. edu
The Campion Ballroom was transformed
into a vista ofinternationalculture onNov. 20,
a designation that included nations as diverse
as Afghanistan and Bangladesh and covered
a range ofcountries representing South Asia.
The purpose of the event was to celebrate
Thanksgiving, a strictly American holiday,
while at the same time observing the distinct
cultures of these respective countries.
Most tables in the ballroom were empty
at 5:30 p.m. - the time that the South Asian
Thanksgiving Dinner was slated to begin
- and the few early arrivals dispersed around
the room were speaking in hushed tones. The
soft scent ofcandles and incense, augmented
by the music flowing out of the speakers,
did a quick job of creating a laidback atmo-
sphere.
By 6 p.m., the room had filled up substan-
tially, and the added energy and excitement
of the new arrivals helped to get the event
underway.
"We are here to have a real cultural learn-
ing experience," said Kim Doshi, a graduate
student in the MBA program, during her
opening speech.
Doshi, who works at the International
Student Center (ISC), was in charge ofmost
aspects of the event. This included a wide
variety offood, music and dance from South
Asia, as well as the Bollywood (Indian Hindi
film industry) posters and traditionalclothing
that adorned the walls.
A group called the South Asian Student
Association of Seattle University originally
approached the ISC about the idea. Also in-
volved in the planning and execution of the
event was Campus Ministry, which helped
with promotion and advertisements.
The food, which sent the hungry partici-
pants into a long line and the subdued atmo-
sphere out the door, was a genuine surprise
for all. The range ofspices and ample servings
left most students to recline in their chairs
and stare fixedly at the dancers and musi-
cians that entertained during the remainder
of the night.
Tablas, sitar and other South Asian instru-
ments provided a backdrop for the settling
of stomachs that accompanied the end
of the feast, followed soon afterward by
demonstrations of traditional dance. The
colorful dress and skillful movements of
the performers, which included onewoman
demonstrating a sort of traditional ballet
style dance and a group of boys perform-
ing a complex, synchronized dance, kept
attendees in their seats for the duration of
the event.
The event, which recalled last month's
Eid celebration, was an overwhelming
success, thanks mostly to the dedication
ofplanners like Doshi and Ruchi Shewari-
mani, a fellow graduate student.
"It is a great opportunity for people who
can't go to these countries to learn about
other cultures," said Shewarimani, who,
along with Doshi, took part in one of the
dance performances.
For Shewarimani, the opportunitymeant
hours spent cooking, decorating, and prac-
ticing her danceroutine, all so thatpeople
who attended the event could have the
most authentic experience
of South Asian culture
possible.
Theevent, which culmi-
nated in a dance party set
to Panjabi music, lasted
for roughly three hours.
In the end, the success
of the celebration was
its ability to include all
participants while gently
educating them on the
nature of traditions in far-
off countries.





But what does it mean, exactly, to celebrate
another culture's version of a holiday that is
decidedly American? What does it mean to
experience Thanksgiving with, as advertise-
ments state, an "Asian twist?"
At the dinner, the idea of "thanksgiving"
stands as a metaphor for the broader cross-
cultural exchange that takes place during the
event. More literally, the Hindu festival of
Diwali, or the "Festival of Lights," which
falls within a month of Thanksgiving, is a
timeofcelebration for many people who live
in South Asia.
"[The Thanksgiving season] is a time that
those from South Asian countries ask for
blessings from God, too," said Doshi.
As the music flowed from the speakers and
talented dancers performed for the enthralled
spectators, it was clear that those blessings
were all around.
"We really tried to create an environment,
with the decoration, dance, and entertain-
ment," said Doshi, "to show students a little
bit of how it feels to live in a place like
India."
Alex Riedlinger / The Spectator
A dance groupperforms a routinefrom thePunjab region of
India and Pakistan at last week's South Asian Thanksgiving.
(continuedfrom page 1)





Leadership Development applaudes your acheivement!
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To submit a nomination or for more info., check
out our website www.seattleu.edu/getinvolved
NEWS
To kill a virus: FACE AIDS spreads their gospel to campus, country
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu.edu
FACE AIDS, a new student organization,
has formed at Seattle University to help in
the fight against AIDS in Africa. And they
are already getting their message across in
new and unique ways.
The socially just organization is a na-
tional, student-ledcampaign that originated
at Stanford University in California this
past April and has already spread to over
50 schools. Their mission focuses on raising
funds for patients in Africa and increasing
awareness of the pandemic among college
students nationwide.
The relief they provide is more personal
than other anti-AIDS organizations: FACE
AIDS collects money through the sales of
beaded pins, hand crafted by Zambians who
are HIV positive. Each pin costs five dollars
and provides income for the Zambian who
made it.
For each pin sold, corporate sponsors
donate $15 to FACE AIDS. Those dona-
tions are then used in a Rwanda-based clinic
called Partners in Health, which uses these
fund as they see fit, whether for housing,
retroviral treatment or something else to
benefit the patients.
FACE AIDS members believe that this ap-
proach provides holistic treatment for those
suffering from the disease that has killed 25
millionpeople in less than 30 years.
"Partners in Health is about as good as it
gets raising money for an organization," said
Terra Grandmason, graduate nursing student
and FACE AIDS co-coordinator.
FACE AIDS is a favorable organization
for many because it is clear how and where
economic contributions will help.
"It's very tangible: you can look up who
made your pin and who will receive income
from it," said Alyssa Jocson, a sophomore
creative writing major and the PR coordina-
tor for FACE AIDS. "I like being able to tell
people this is where your money is going,
and [this is] what it's doing already."
While selling pins is a big part of their
campaign, the organization also acts to
raise concern and spread knowledge about
AIDS among young people in Africa. To
do this, each pin is decorated with statistics
and information about the AIDS rate in
Africa, a continent that accounts for nearly
14 percent of the world'spopulation. FACE
AIDS coordinators at Seattle University also
have free informative handouts available at
stations where they sell pins.
"It is important for us to raise awareness,"
said Jocson. "Even more than the money,
sometimes."
Part of raising awareness for the FACE
AIDS organization is informing students that
they can make a difference, even ifthe crisis
seems too great for one person to help.
"It's really an overwhelming pandemic,"
said Grandmason. "They don't know how
much hope there is. It feels far away and
they don't feel connected to it. We're trying
to bring it down to the grassroots level."
The title under which they operate has
two meanings.
First, FACE AIDS encourages students to
acknowledge the crisis and deal with it. Sec-
ond, the campaign recognizes that statistics
and numbers can overwhelm young people,
so they are trying to show the faces of real
individuals affected by the disease.
"When you start putting a face to it,
people are more willing to
help that one person," said
Grandmason. "People can
say, 'I'm helping this person
Most of the pins sold at
Seattle University will pro-
vide income for a Zambian
woman named Rosemary
Chilufya. Chilufya is living
in Kalabwe, a tiny village
that is considered the larg-
est and poorest district of
Zambia. She is now a single
mother of three daughters.
Chilufya was diagnosed
though the government of
Zambia offers free antiret-
roviral treatment, Chilufya
has not yet qualified for
the program because her
CD4 count is still relatively
With the income Chilufya
earns from creating beaded
is able to buy chickens and
cabbage. Since she is too ill
to complete any physical
labor, she uses therest ofher
funds to hire individuals to
plant corn - called maize in
Zambia - on a small plot of
land that she owns.
campaign leaders have organized a vigil for
AIDS Awareness Week - Nov. 27-Dec. 1 - to
help spread knowledge oftheir campaign.
The vigil on Thursday is expected to be
the highlight of the week. In the Chapel of
St. Ignatius, there will be meditation, songs
and prayers as students remember those who
have been lost to AIDS or are still living
with the disease. FACE AIDS coordinators
will read testimonials written by those who
lived or are still living with the disease, lo-
cally and abroad.
There will be a slideshow and time for
students to write and share personal reflec-
tions. As the vigil concludes, there will be
a recession with 300 candles, one for each
person who will likely have died of AIDS
during the service.
"The idea behind the vigil is that AIDS
affects millions of people, and it is horrible
and there is no cure yet, but, we have come
so far," said Michelle Martinez, junior
psychology major and events coordinator
for FACE AIDS. "[The vigil] aims to foster
a sense of connectedness and mutual ap-
preciation between those living withAIDS
around the world and those who don't want
them to suffer for another moment."
Nationally, FACE AIDS has set several
goals that it hopes to meet by the end of
2006. Together, all campuses hope to raise
one million dollars for the Partners in Health
clinic in Rwanda. The organization also
hopes to sell 50,000 pins and provide income
and support for 65 Africans who have felt
the effects of AIDS.
Campaign members at Seattle University
have set their own goals for the movement
locally. While some hope that their cam-
paign gains popularity all over Seattle,
others hope to educate students and ignite a
passion to fight AIDS.
"Personally, I hope thatpeople get pissed
offabout the fact that it costs so little to treat
AIDS with generic drugs and there are still
people who have no access," said Marti-
nez. "I hope thatpeople get angry and fight
against AIDS with the same passion they'd
have ifsomeone from their own family was
suffering from AIDS and was being denied
treatment."
While some FACE AIDS goals are likely
to be achieved by 2007, the campaign is
not scheduled to end there. Younger Seattle
University campaign coordinators have been
preparing to keep the movement alive in
coming years. Other events besides Aware-
ness week are expected to take place during
the winter and spring quarters. While noth-
ing is scheduled yet, the campaign could
host speakers, films, and even a 24-hour
dance marathon to raise funds and aware-
ness.
"We have been deemed an apathetic gen-
eration, and I think part of the reason why
the students at Stanford decided to target
the campaign to students was to prove that
we're not apathetic about the pain that is
happening right next to us or halfway across
the world," said Martinez. "This could be
the injustice our generation confronts head-
on and overcomes."
Some campaign members have suggested
that it is most important for young people to
simply try and help.
"Sure, we can't save everyone's life, but
we can try," said Jocson. "And by putting
that much more effort into this cause, we are
accomplishing more than we would have if
we had just turnedaway."
Jackie Canchola / The Spectator
Thesepins, soldby studentsfrom the new campus
organization FACE AIDS at Cherry Street Market, are made
by Zambians living with the disease.
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The Graduate School ofJournalism offers
three distinct degree programs for the modern
journalist: a Master of Arts (M.A} for the
advanced student who seeks expertise in spe-
cific areas ofknowledge; the Masterof
Science (M.S.) that builds upon a student's
already strong background in liberal arts, busi-
ness, law, or other disciplines, not simplv to
train candidates for the first or next job in the
field, but to educate them for significant
careers; and a Doctorate (Ph.D.) in Journalism
and Communications that is a unique inter-
disciplinary program.
The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Com-
pany, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
thereprobably isn't anyone who
knows more about this test or
how to teach it than we do. That
is why Steven still teaches all
his own classes.. That is why
you should call us. Our. nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question - let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
Ben Artaiz, junior marketing major,
stepped down as this year's Fall Ball chair.
This, according to Corsiglia, was "due to an
overbooked schedule," and while no blame
was placed on Artaiz, SEAC was left without
their key programmer for the event. Luckily,
the four members of the SEAC board were
able to step in and finish the job that he had
begun.
"Ben was an enthusiastic SEAC mem-
ber with a lot of great ideas," said Katie
Lesseg, SEAC president and senior manage-
ment major. "Unfortunately for us, he had his
hands in a lot of other activities, making it
hard for him to fulfill all of the commitments
required of SEAC members."
Corsiglia agreed that SEAC was able to
continue on without Artaiz.
"He had done plenty of work before the
situation arose." said Corsiglia. "There was
really no trouble picking up the slack."
Part of this work included picking Bell
Harbor on Pier 66 as the venue and hiring
the cover band that performed last year, along
with the DJ who SEAC has used for the last
six years.
Once the details were settled and the night
arrived very few problems occurred. While
there had been a miscommunication about the
lighting, it quickly got taken care of. Other
issues that came up were also dealt with in a
timely fashion.
"Six bottles ofalcohol were stolen from the
beer garden and that problem was solved by
closing the bar early," said Corsiglia. "And
because the way that the shuttles were work-
ing, the crowd came in large waves. SEAC-
ers really stepped up and worked extra shifts
to handlethe issues that came with managing
the crowd."
The act of alcohol being stolen and some
students "being out ofcontrol" led Rob Kelly,
vice president of student development, to
have Lesseg send out an e-mail about con-
cerns that the administration had with those
actions.
"[Since] theadministration was concerned
about it, it is kind of my job to make students
aware of what they are talking about," said
Lesseg. "Hopefully this will be a good start
to an open conversation. The goal is not to
eliminatealcohol [from events], we justwant
people to be safe."
Though neither Lesseg nor Corsgilia will
be a part of SEAC next year due to the fact
that they will be graduating, both have ideas
on how Fall Ball can improve in the future.
"I hope next year's staff will just go with
a DJ, as most people didn't like the cover
band," said Lesseg. "Also, we should get
three busses instead of two to expedite the
shuttling process."
While she had a good time at the event,
Ashley Halseth, senior public relations and
French major, agreed that the shuttledprocess
needs to improve.
"The buses were very infrequent and
people got very pushy. It is a great idea to
have buses, but it would be more helpful if
they were more staggered in their picking
up," she said. "Also, because everyone ar-
rived at the same time, it was very chaotic
at the door."
One improvement that Corsiglia would
want to see in the future is communication.
"It seems that something gets lost between
what is communicated between that [of the]
Fall Ball chair and [what] the venue repre-
sented and then what actually happens on the
day of the event," she said.
Oxfam seeks to inform students of global poverty
Chris Kissel
kisselc@seattleu. edu
Despite being little more than one year old,
Seattle University's Oxfam chapter is already
making waves on campus.
The Oxfam Hunger Banquet, which took
place Nov. 16 in the Casey Commons, is one
example of their recent activity. During the
event, participants were divided into three
groups. In these groups, which represent the
low-income, middle-income and high-in-
come workers of the world, the participants
spend the remainder of the evening. They
were fed and seated accordingly.
Though similar events have been held on-
campus in the past, Shasti Conrad, senior
sociology majorand president of Oxfam, said
that "this is the first year that Oxfam has had
a hunger banquet at SU."
Oxfam, an international organization
founded in the UnitedKingdom in 1942, was
originally established in order to aid refugees
and other victims of World War 11. In 1970,
Oxfam America was founded to extend the
mission to end poverty and hunger and to
bring social justice to the United States.
When Conrad helped introduce Oxfam to
SU in 2005, the group was small.
"Last year, Oxfam basically justconsisted
of my group of friends," said Conrad with
a laugh.
This is not to say that the club lacked
in activity; despite their limited numbers,
members ofOxfam's SU chapter began their
involvement in Oxfam International's"Make
Trade Fair" campaign.
As a result, it was mainly Oxfam who
pushed Bon Appetit to include more "fair
trade" products in the array of food choices
offered to Seattle University students. Items
marked as "fair trade" are guaranteed to
have been provided to consumers without
compromising the rights of the workers and
producers involved.
"Oxfam had a large role in encouraging
us to increase sales of fair tradecoffee," said
Buzz Hofford, general manager ofBon Ap-
petit. "Last year, we completely switched the
coffee in the [School ofLaw] to fair trade."
As president for 2006-2007, Conrad has
pushed Oxfam even further out of small
group territory and closer to the public eye.
"At the club fair this year, I noticed the
Oxfam booth and decided to sign up for the
listserv," said Adam Toth, freshman English
major. "That day I looked up some more [in-
formation] about Oxfam and realized that it
was something that I really wanted to do."
Last year, Seattle University hosted the
18th National Conference of the National
Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness, or NSCAHH. Part of the
program for the event was a hunger banquet,
and this year the members ofOxfam decided
to hang on to the idea.
According to Conrad, last year's banquet
went "amazingly well," and this year's ap-
peared to be no different. While Oxfam had
only planned for 50 or so students, upwards
of 80 actually attended.
One of those who recommended
the idea to Conrad was Hofford, and
Bon Appetit donated all food used for
the event. In addition to the support
ofBon Appetit, Oxfam received help
from Campus Ministry, who provided
some financial assistance for the ban-
quet as well.
During the event, students directly
experienced the plight of people all
over the world.
Those designated as low-income
workers, for example, were immedi-
ately seated on the floor, looking up
at the rest of the people in the room
while they eat. High-income work-
ers, which made up the minority of
students at the banquet, were fed
full meals, middle-income workers
received rice and beans, and low-in-
come workers were allowed only one
bowl of rice. Students were told their
situation, read statistics on hunger in
the world and shown a short video, but
it is their own hunger that makes the
problem real.
"[The Hunger Banquet] is probably one
of the best ways to help people understand
poverty," said Toth.
When the room was open for comments,
one question seemed to pervade the atmo-
sphere: there is enough food in the room, so
why can't we all have some?
When it comes to Conrad and the effort
she pours into Oxfam events such as this, her
motivation couldn't be clearer.
"Welcome to the Oxfam America Hunger
banquet," read the introduction to the event,
part ofa script provided to the MCs by Oxfam
America. "We are here today because more
than 1 billion people live in poverty."
Alex Riedlinger I The Spectator
Students in the lower income majority at last week's Ox/am hunger banquet distribute rice
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Republicans offer conservative lecture series
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu. edu
To expand theirreach and increase
the conservative presence on a tradi-
tionally liberal campus, the Seattle
University College Republicans
began their Conservative Lecture
series last week with the screening
ofa film that was critical ofenviron-
mentalism.
The film "Mine Your Own Busi-
ness" revealed problem areas with
environmentalism discovered by
the filmmakers themselves. Philem
McAleer and Ann McElhinney
uncovered the "dark side" of envi-
ronmentalism, when mining com-
panies were denied access to small,
impoverished towns in developing
countries.
"They [activists] didn't want
people to become wealthy or pros-
perous. They don't want industri-
alization to come to these people,"
said McAleer. "They view poverty as a
lifestyle, but the poor people in those areas
don't want to be preserved in that poverty
- that's the clash."
McAleer and McElhinney followed this
story to Romania, Madagascar and Chile to
find that the claims environmentalists made
about mining companies and what the people
in the towns wanted were exaggerated.
The film's portrayal of environmentalism
leans towards conservative, but for the Col-
lege Republicans, bringing the film to cam-
pus was about exposing differentviewpoints
and increasing dialogue.
"It provided an unusual perspective on
environmentalism that I think is important
for people to think about before blindly
accepting ideas that are put forth by envi-
ronmental groups," said Suzanne Turner,
sophomore pre-major.
Even though the perspective is tagged








ism. Instead, we just
care to focus more on
the idea that humanity
should be the main
factor when forming
opinions," said Car-
roll. "We mainly want
to get across an idea of
compassionate conser-
vatism."




major, said the film
helps to bring differ-
ent views to campus,
which he wants to open
up to others outside of the conservative
mindset.
"Often times, especially on this campus,
a lot of people agree with each other, and
they're hardly ever challenged," said Ro-
man. "The purpose of the lecture series is
to provide different perspectives to what's
seen on campus."
The series will continue in winter quarter,
but Roman said he did not want to drop
names yet about who will be visiting campus.
Despite this secrecy, SUCR believes students
can expect diverse viewpoints.
"I think SU students can expect to be
challenged in the way they view their beliefs
as well as to hear different perspectives on
current issues," said Carroll.
One of the topics Roman would like to
have an open discussion about is how to
involve different ways of looking at diver-
sity.
"It'd benice to deal with diversity, not nec-
essarily attacking it," said Roman. "I don't
want it to seem the series is justtrying to start
a fight on campus, just looking at whatreal
diversity is compared to fake diversity."
Although the perspectives brought up in
the series may seem controversial to a major-
ity of students on campus, SUCR stressed
that the series is a way to create dialogue and
provide different perspective on issues that
students may not have heard before.
While the filmmakers highlighted the lies
of environmentalists in the cases investigated
in the film, both McAleer and McElhinney
said they are not trying to change people's
views, but rather to report the facts.
"We're trying to tell the truthand let people
make up their own mind," said McElhinney.
"Know that there are these people out there,
poor people [whose] lives are being messed
up by these activists."
Whether or not the truths discovered in the
film will be accepted, or whether students
will partake in the series to further their
opinions or challenge their views, is unclear
after the first lecture.
Only a handful of those outside of SUCR
attended the screening, but Roman and
Turner said they want more students to be
involved so that those who hold a variety of
perspectives can discuss the issues.
"We're starting this to bring open dialogue
[to] campus, to challenge people's views, but
not to put up a fight with everyone," said Ro-
man. "We respect everyone's opinions, but
the campus kind [of] lacks on dialogue."
Meaghan Driscoll / The Spectator
Philem McAleer speaks during thefirst conservative lecture series. He
examines environmentalism in hisfilm "Mine Your Own Business. "
OIT explains e-mail problem
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu.edu
E-mail is one of the most popular and
efficient forms of corrmiunication lacing
the world today. But tell that to the many)
Seattle University students whose S( huol
e-mail accounts have been performing at
less than optimal levels throughout the
quarter.
There have been numerous complaints
about the e-mail system operating slowly,
freezing up and not loading properly. And
over the course of fall quarter, a greater
numberofstudents have been experiencing
inconveniences and have begun to question
the causes ofsuch frequent disruptions
One theory speculates that the s< hool
simply has toomany users and not enough
e-mail servers, in addition, it suggests that
this is partially because the school uses
Microsoft Exchange 2003, which perhaps
can't handle as many users on a given
server as other e-mail servers can.
Despite the logic of this theory, staff
at the Office of Information Technology
(OIT) have spoken on the contrary.
Alex Hertz, manager of server opera-
tions, said that the servers themselves are
the latest and most up-to-dak version
available.
"We have seven servers and the users
are distributed evenly among them based
on last name," Hertz said.
Bo Vieweg, technical director for OIT,
shared similar sentiments.
"We have seen nothing that would sug-
gest that the problems are because of the
servers," he said.
But for some students, OlT's approach
to problems within the e-mail system has
been inappropriate and ineffective.
"Rather than just tell [us] what is going
on, they throw the situation back on the
students," said Mike Kaiser, a student at
the School ofLaw. "This problem became
acute when the undergraduates cameback
on campus, which would appear to mean
they do not have the capacity to service
the students they are more than willing to
collect tuition from."
But as members ofOIT constantly track
the performance and operation of the
e-mail system, they have found specific
problems that have been related to the
recent system issues. Vteweg acknowl-
edged that "we definitely see things on
our end."
One early indication ofthings changing
within the e-mail system occurred in Oc-
tober, when there was an overall increase
in e-mails - including SPAM - received
through the system.
Trends reviewed byOIT staffsuggested
that approximately 2.8 million e-mails
would be received in that month; in fact,
there were over4.1 million.Among those,
three million were SPAM, which contrib-
uted to a 28 percent increase in hits in
October from September.
Also making October a complicated
month for users was a technical issue that
arose on the server with the anti-viral
technology currently used by S.U.
Vieweg and Hertz have said that the
issue, which they believe to have been
resolved last week, was the biggest cause
of the slower e-mail forOutlook Web Ac-
cess users.
Although Oncannot pinpoint an exact
cause of the slower e-mail, they beheve
students will see improvements.And when
the timecomes to possibly upgrade from
Outlook 2003 in the next year or two, it
will be a careful process.
"When we go to upgrade, we will have
to also upgrade the hardwareandwork on
designing a system that is appropriate for
the 2007technology," Vieweg said, noting
that OIT would not want to implement a
new program without first testing it and
without upgrading the hardware and other
programs to develop a cohesive, efficient
system.
The Spectator
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Snow never looked so hot: Warren Miller's "Off the Grid"
Erik Nielsen
erik@kythra.net
For many skiers and snowboarders, the
true start of the season is not the opening of
the first ski slope but rather the opening of
the latest Warren Miller film. With pounding
music and some of the best live-action skiing
and snowboarding footage around, it is easy
to see why. This year's film, Warren Miller's
"Off the Grid," was no exception.
Each year, Warren Miller Entertainment
chooses a themefor theirannual film extrava-
ganza.This year's theme, "Off the Grid," was
to expose the undiscovered side of winter.
"The grid is a metaphor," said Max Bervy,
producer and director. "It represents the
boundaries and routines ofeveryday life. In-
versely, 'Off the Grid' is a place where nothing
iscommon and everything is possible. It's the
place where we redefine boundaries, takerisks
and search out unique and undiscoveredareas
to escape the compromise ofeveryday life."
In order to go off the grid, Warren Miller
athletes and camera crews traveled to loca-
tions likeKashmir, Indiaand Kicking Horse,
Canada in search of the extraordinary.
While the backcountry footage that is a
staple ofWarren Millerfilms looks incredible
to most skiers, Bervy took even the experi-
enced athletes out of their element through
segments shot in Kashmir, where the athletes
found themselves immersed in a culture dif-
ferent from their own.
At first, the athletes seemed overwhelmed
by culture shock, but once they reached the
mountains, they were able to make connec-
tions with the locals through a shared appre-
ciation for the outdoors and the snow.
Even when decidedly on the grid, the film
still was able to take the viewers out of the
ordinary with a segment on Monopalooza
- the yearly gathering of monoboard skiers.
Monoboarders, also known as "the other one-
plankers," are skiers who strap both feet to a
single ski and then steer their way down the
slopes using weight-shifts and hip-wiggles.
While monoboarding may seem bizarre to
many, this being Warren Miller, a later scene
was even more extraordinary. As with most
other years, this year's footage was not sim-
ply limited to skiing and snowboarding. The
camera crewsalso filmed a scene in Hokkaido,
Japan, showcasing the World Snowball Fight-
ing Championships. Here, snowball fights are
no laughing matter as international teams of
competitors meet in serious competition for
the prestigious championship title.
Also in true Warren Miller style, the foot-
age included a record-breaking event. In "Off
the Grid," skier JaimePierre set a new world
record by skiing offa 245-foot, snow-covered
cliff- and surviving.
Probably the most memorable part of the
film, however, was the closing segment, shot
in Cordova, Alaska. Opening this segment
was skier Kevin Quinn, who dedicated the
segment to the late Doug Coombs, a former
Warren Miller athlete who passed away last
season. Shots of Coombs from previous
Warren Miller movies were pieced together
to form a montage in tribute to his life and
activities.
Following the tribute, Quinn, along with
fellow guide Dean Conway, lead two of the
world's foremost adaptive skiers in a heli-
skiing adventure among the snowy Alaskan
peaks. Like the cliff-jumping segment, this
segment makes history as sit-skier Kevin
Bramble and one-legged skier Monte Meier
are the first adaptive skiers to challenge such
remote locations.
Like last year's movie, "Higher Ground,"
"Off the Grid" was filmed in High Definition
which, when coupled with McCaw Hall's
large screen, made for stunning visuals. Un-
fortunately, the audio was less than stellar.
Warren Miller films typically have energetic
rock for thebackground music and this year's
film was no exception. This year however, the
balance was off and the music often drowned
out the narration, commentary and athlete
interviews.
Being unable to hear Warren Miller's com-
mentary was especially disappointing. It is
his distinctive diction and dry humor that set
his films apart from other snow-sport action
movies.
Despite the audio imperfections, "Off the
Grid" is still a movie worth seeing for anyone
who loves skiing, snowboarding or extreme
sports.
Photo Courtesy ofW. Wissman
"[Myfavorite memory was when] I was trying to thread the needlebetween these two
trees and then make it out onto a pillow and off this cliff. I ended up crashing into one of
the trees and [...] going over thefront and off the cliff, " saidJamey Parks, shown above.
Facing the elements, the coolest jackets of the season
Casey Penaluna
penahma@seattleu. edit
Helly Hansen Cam Jacket
One of the most popular outdoor coats for
men being sold this season at Helly Hansen
is the Cam jacket which is priced at $225.
The outer shell keeps you protected with the
help of the company's patented Helly Tech
technology; it sports a faux fur collar around
the hood and a soft quilted nylon lining to help
keep your body heat in.
The Cam jacket is one that you would
want with you while skiing, snowboarding
or mountain climbing it is highly waterproof
and allows for breathability while allowing
your body to move freely and still maintains
a tight fit.
Each one of the Tech garments that Helly
Hansen sells utilizes both an hydrophilic (wa-
ter-loving molecular chains which pass water
vapor to the outside) and microporous (tiny
pores allow water vapor to pass out, without
letting rain droplets in) technology. This sim-
ply means that the garment "breathes," helping
the wearer stay warm and dry.
REI Ultra Light Jacket
One ofthe most popular women's outerwear
jackets is the REI Ultra Light Jacket which
sells for $129. The jacket is loaded with
features yet is surprisingly lightweight and is
easy to pack.
Some of the features of this jacket are it
is made out of a waterproof, breathable 2.5
layer REI Elements®/nylon withmicroporous
polyurethane coating that is seam-sealed for
complete protection. It is adorned with a mi-
crofleece-lined collar which provides added
comfort. There are also underarm zippers
allowing for adjustable ventilation.
There is plenty of storage available via a
chest pocket and two zip handwarmer pockets
to keep your essentials handy and dry.
To keep your body warm the jacket is outfit-
ted with an elastic-drawcord hem and elastic
cuffs with adjustment tabs to help seal out the
elements. A double-layer front placket keeps
wet weather and windfrom penetrating.
Men's and Women's
North Face Jackets
One of the most popular women's jackets
this season is the Gotham jacket which is
priced at $179.
The outershell of the jacket is made ofpoly-
ester and is lined with nylon it is also insulated
with down.This combinationallows the jacket
to breathe whileproviding protection from the
elements, wherever you find yourself.
The Gotham jacket also features a remov-
able fur hood trim and a ribbed cuff and
hem.
For the men, consider picking up a Redpoint
jacketpriced at$ 149.The jackets outer and in-
ner shellsare made ofnylon and itis insulated
with 100 percent PrimaLoft® One.
PrimaLoft® is a patented ultrafine microfi-
ber blend that is incredibly soft, lightweight
and water repellent. PrimaLoft® synthetic
insulation absorbs three times less water, is
15percent warmer when dry and is 24 percent
warmer when wet that the closest competitive
insulation. In addition to these impressive
thermalproperties, PrimaLoft® is lightweight
with a down-like softness that adds comfort
and appeal.
Urban Outfitters
Lastly, Urban Outfitters is a great store to
not necessarily get the most practical ofwinter
coats but it does have some of the more fash-
ionable coats of the
season. These may
not stand the test of
time as well as those
mentioned above
but they do make a
statement.
Their selection
may not be as large
as some other stores
but their quality is
just as good and
their service is out-
standing.




coat. It is a long
double breasted




at the cuffs. This is
an exclusive item
to Urban Outfitters
made by Lux and
sells for $165.
Then there is the
Religion winter
white vest which sells for $89. This is a denim
style vest with tonsofspecial details: epaulets,
three zippered pockets, off-center zip placket
and contrast belt loops.
The back sports a "Religion n' roll til I
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Cobra Starship beams in on dance scene
Megan Peter
petel!93@seattleu. edit
After listening to the Cobra Starship al-
bum on repeat for the last week, it is easy
to see that there is more to this band than
just the single for the "Snakes on a Plane"
soundtrack.
The band, which is the brainchild ofGabe
Saporta, has been a work in progress for over
a year now. After help from some friends
like Gym Class Heroes, Fall Out Boy and
All-American Rejects, he was able to create
an album that he describes simply as a "sass
attack."
It is surprising that Cobra Starship's debut
album "When the City Sleep, We Rule the
Streets" (Decaydance/ Fueled by Ramen) is
actually good, since Saporta's last band was
the justplain bad, punk-rock band Midtown.
But it appears as though he has found a new
place in the music industry with Cobra and
it is a good fit.
"Midtown was like my baby. Everything
I learned about music I learned from Mid-
town," said Saporta. "This [Cobra] is more
fun, with just me and my boys having good
times."
When he was with Midtown he took things
more seriously, writing songs about some of
his deepest feelings.
"It made me more vulnerable[and] people
then start interpreting your lyrics," he said.
"I became protective over it and I got kinda
weird about sharing it [those thoughts]."
But with Cobra it is different. For one
thing, the sound of the music is completely
different from Midtown, with most of the
instruments recorded electronically, giving
the record a more dance sound.
"With Cobra Starship it is about having
fun, being sassy, [not giving a shit]," said
Saporta. "When people would talk shit about
Midtown, it was like they were talking about
me. But with Cobra Starship I am cool with
people ifthey talk shit about it, because it's
not like Cobra isn't me, it's just the part of
me [that doesn't care]."
That sort of carefree attitude transcends
onto the "While the City Sleeps..." The
album is full of dance heavy and pop songs
that make you want to sing along, bob your
head to and not feel guilty about it. A large
part of that has to do with the fact Saporta is
justhaving fun.
"Music was at a place where it was getting
too self-righteous, too self-conscious," said
Saporta about part of the reason for starting
Cobra. "I like serious music, serious music
changed my life. But you need to be having
fun with it."
Not only is he having fun with the album,
but also with the different tours they have
been embarking on. Currently they are a part
of the MTV2 $2 Bill Presents tour with 30
Seconds to Mars, Head Automatica, Rock
Kills Kid and others.
"The best memories are theones you don't
remember," jokedAlex Suarez, bassist, who
sat in on the interview.
Some of the highlights of this tour for the
band include Suarez, trying to slide across
a table Dukes of Hazard style, while intoxi-
cated and failing miserably. Also, when they
were in Salt Lake City, Utah they went to a
bon fire out on one of the salt flats.
"It was likebeing at the beach in the middle
of winter, it was pretty cool," said Saporta.
"I was really stoned, so I actually thought I
was there [at the beach]."
Though they are having a goodtime on this
tour, there is a different feeling around it as
compared to the last tour.
"The last tour we were with Gym Class
Heroes and that had a differentvibe, we are
all buddies; we shared a bus," said Saporta.
"But this tour is with different [types] of
bands, some of them take themselves more
serious than others," added Suarez.
Saporta does feel lucky to be on a tour that
allows the band to play larger venues and
expand the reach of their music.
"When with Gym Class Heroes we had out
niche and people who were going to see us
already knew what we sounded like," he said.
"But now are playing shows withpeople who
might not have heard our sound and they are
young, excited and open minded about us."
As they just finished up this tour on Nov.
26, Cobra Starship will join Panic! At the
Disco for six shows and then tour with Cartel
starting in February.
However, going back into the studio is
something that Cobra is also focusing on
since Saporta basically did the album on his
own, with his now band mates joining in at
the end of the project.
"We all lots of ideas and [stuff want to
record]," he said. "But it is hard with so
many great tours happening. When we have
fun it seems like everyone wants to have fun
with us."
If you can't make their show with Panic!
Dec. 8 in Everett, at least go out and buy the
album. Notable tracks include, "Send My
Love to the Dancefloor, I'll See You in Hell
(Hey Mister DJ)," "Keep it Simple," and, of
course "Bring it (Snakes on a Plane).
Meaghan Driscoll / The Spectator
Cobra Starship started over ayear ago with the mission to bring music to a place where it
is not taken too seriously. They will return to Seattle on Dec. 8 withPanic! At the Disco.
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There is no indication that the rise in rent
will leveloff anytime soon. Three-quarters of
landlords who were surveyed by Dupre+Scott
plan to increase rents by about 5 percent over
thenext six months. The causes of the increase
-job opportunities and condo conversions
- are not slowing down.
Apartment-condo conversion
Last year the number of conversions from
apartments to condos more than quadrupled,
playing a role in shrinking the number of
rental units available and displacing residents
and small businesses. This year conversions
have already surpassed last year's record
number, according to Dupre+Scott, and the
year is not even over yet.
In April, SU students living in the Jeffrey
Apartments across the street from campus
were offered $1,500 to vacate their apart-
ment before the lease was up. The apartment
on 11th Avenue and Jefferson Street would
soon be converted into Epic Condominiums,
a condo whose website boasts that it "offers
a lifestyle that's rich in amenities but surpris-
ingly affordable."
Some, like Laura Bateson, a junior busi-
ness major, took the money and relocated
to an apartment nearby. Originally she had
planned to stay until the end of her lease, but
the intense racket of knocking down walls
and ripping up flooring in apartments on all
sides kept her then-six-month-old daughter
awake.
"They asked me if I wanted to buy my
apartment, like a single mother and full-time
student who is supported by her parents
can afford to buy a $420,000 condo," said
Bateson. "It's only 776 square feet - a 'stu-
dio-plus.'"
The $1,500, which she considered "rea-
sonable" compensation, allowed her to suc-
cessfully move and was more sufficient than
the $500 relocation assistance that state law
Keisa Blount, a junior psychology major,
and Jian Liu, a junior marketing major, kept
their apartment. They were asked to leave
a month after they
signed a year lease and
decided that the relo-
cation money would
not cover the cost of
nconvenience.
"It was too small
of an amount," said
Blount. "Paying $925
'or a nice one-bed-
room near Seattle





which occurred in the
obby right outside of
heir apartment.
"It was terrible.
The JeffreyApartments, across the streetfromLogan Field, were
home to a number ofSU students until they were converted to
Epic Condominiums in May. Last year, 1,551 apartments were






Looking to expand the scope of support for
commuter students, Seattle University has
started implementing a new program: Resi-
Muters. Designed primarily to provide support
for students planning to move off campus for
their junior or senior years, the Resi-Muter
program will also provide resources for off-
campus students living near the university.
'[The program is designed] to provide
services for people who consider themselves
living withina certain radius ofcampus to help
them with how to find a place to live, how to
work with a landlord, when something isn't
going well, what assistance can the university
provide its students," said Rob Kelly, vice
president for Student Development.
The new program applies to all off-campus
students living within the area bordered by
Yesler, 18thAve., Pine and 1-5,provided those
students are not commuting from the home
of a parent or legal guardian. According to
Kelly, this radius seems appropriate because
litside that area, "people really do considerems lves to be commuter as opposed to being
(hat close to campus."
According to Kelly, the borders were chosen
to "include the neighborhoods where there are
larger clusters of students who could utilize
[the Resi-Muter] services."
While it targets the traditional college stu-
dent, the services will also be offered to non-
traditionalstudents and the boundaries are not
set in stone.According to Kelly, the borders are
more guidelines but as long as a student lived
within walking distance, they could still be
involved with the Resi-Muters program.
The program, according to Kelly, grew out
of a need expressed by students.
"Over the past couple ofyears we have had an
increased number ofstudents asking, 'Well, can
I have X, Y and Z? I live right across the street
from campus.' So it's really been acall to how do
we best respond to ourstudents who do not live
in university owned housing," said Kelly.
Kelly understands that even while students
out of the residence halls, they like to stay
involved in on-campus activities.
"The other part of [the program] is what
kind of transition do we create? Part of this
Resi-Muter program is for students who cur-
rently live on campus, but know that they're
going to be moving off. How do we help them
to make that transition," said Kelly. "Another
part is: what kind of social programming can
we provide? Sometimes people want to be off
campus, so how do we create opportunities for
themto still be involved?"
Despite the services offered, the Resi-Muter
program, however, is intended to compliment,
not replace the existing commuter student
programs.
■When designing the program, Seattle Uni-rsity looked to how other schools support
their off-campus students.
"Some schools [have] neighborhood cap-
tains, where you're kind of in charge of your
block. You might get an e-mail about events
that are happening and then it is your job as
captain to circulate this information to your
house or to your couple of blocks," said
While most commuter student support is run
by the office of Commuter Student Services,
the Resi-Muterprogram will be runby Housing
and ResidenceLife.
Tommy Howard, MPA graduate student and
desk worker for the Tekakwitha Collegium,
questioned the choice of which department
would run the program.
"I find it strange that [the Resi-Muter
program] is being given to [Housing and
Residence Life] and not Commuter Student
Services because, last I checked, Commuter
Student Services has been providing these
services to students forever, so why are we
giving it to Housing," said Howard.
However, both Tim Albert, assistant direc-
tor ofHousing and Residence Life, and Daine
Schmitz, director of Commuter Student Ser-
vices, see Housing and Residence Life, work-
ing in partnership with Commuter Student
Services, to be the logical choice for running
the program.
Despite being run under the offices of
Housing and Residence Life, the Resi-Muter
program is not intended to alleviate dorm
crowding by encouraging students to move
off-campus.
"The Resi-Muter program is really only de-
signed to assist students in living off-campus,"
said Kelly.
One question that has been raised about
the Resi-Muter program is ifthere will be an
additional code ofconduct for off-campus stu-
dents, beyond the general SU code ofconduct.
While neither Kelly nor Schmitz sees a need
for it, Albert is unwilling to take the option
off the table.
As for when the Resi-Muter program will
be starting, the simple answer is that it already
has.
"[The Resi-Muter program] started slowly,
lastyear, and we're continuing to enhance the
program. Last year, we did a reception for
people getting ready to move off-campus," said
Kelly. "Slowly we are getting a full-fledged
program and we'll be able to bridge what is
going on in Commuterand TransferAffairs and
what is going on in Residential Life."
An e-mail will be going out by winter
quarter announcing the first major steps and
the program will be fully operational by the
07/08 school year. Starting winter quarter, the
Resi-Muterprogram will seek to address issues
like: How to transfer from a residence hall to
off-campus; how to locate an apartment and
find a roommate or roommates; how to set up
the utilities and pay your bills; maintaining a
healthy lifestyle; crime prevention and how to
be a positive member of whatever neighbor-
hoodyou move in to. Also starting winterquar-
ter will be a Resi-Muter resource webpage.
Next fall will see a partnership between
ResLife, Commmuterand TransferAffairs and
Student Activities as well as opportunities for
Resi-Muters to be involved with the Center for
Service and Community Engagement. There
may also be a support from the City of Seattle
for the Resi-Muter program.
"The City of Seattle thinks that Seattle
University is great because we're more of a
pro-active kind of institutionbecause we look
at whatkind ofexperiences all ofour students
are having off-campus. Some schools in the
area, once you move off-campus they could
kind of care less," said Kelly.
Howard also felt that the resources could
be better utilized by supporting students who
commute longer distances because he felt
that the services offered by the Resi-muter
program "are already offered for the students
and it is just a matter of them finding and us-
ing them."
Not all students agree withHoward, as some
of them see the Resi-Muter program filling a
student need.
"I think it's a great idea. I know that whenI
moved off-campus I had a tough time finding
what I was even supposed to be looking for,"
said Ryan Kauffman, a political science junior.
"Having resources set up to connect me with
what I need to know would be great."
How much do you pay?
When it comes time to move offcampus, many students are unsure what the breakdo
monthly expenses arefor the typical Seattle renter. Afew SU students offered a breai
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mering the entire time," saidBlount.
While they pay $925 a month to rent their
one-bedroom, their neighbors pay more than
three times as much - $2,800 a month for a
mortgage on a one-bedroom condo. Mark Ra-
mos, a 26-year-old student at Seattle Central
Community College moved from Belltown
with his boyfriend two months ago. His
boyfriend, who is in hotel management, pays
exactly twice as much as they did to rent a
one-bedroom in upscale Belltown.
The hike in month-to-month price after an
apartment is converted generally makes it
unfeasible for apartment residents to buy. But
who, then, are attracted to condos?
"Clearly, it's not a mother, father and two
kids," said Dr. Edward Reed, assistant profes-
sor of the Matteo Ricci College. Reed teaches
courses at SU that relate to race andclass such
as Poverty inAmerica and Race, Ethnicity and
Justice.
"This is a place where people won't be able
to buy - it will be justsingle people and their
dogs," Reed speculated.
If residents of downtown condos are any
indication, the majority of condo-owners are
baby boomers - those with an empty nest - and
young professionals, those withoutfamilies.
Condo developers have also played a role
in displacing small businesses. The Stranger
reported earlier this month that condo de-
veloper Weber+Thompson plans to build
a six-story condo on Pine Street, between
Summit and Belmont. The current plans
reveal a 96-unit condo with three large retail
spaces on the ground floor- where seven small
businesses currently reside. These businesses,
which include bars that are frequented by SU
students, will more-than-likely have to relo-
cate. Considering the price ofrent and lack of
available space in the vicinity, some might go
out ofbusiness.
"Who's going to want to live in the condos
when there is nothing cool to do and no where
cool to go?" asked Andrea Larsen, a senior
creative writing major, who is a patron ofsome
of the businesses that will be displaced.
Dr. Gary Perry, assistant professor of So-
ciety, Justice and Culture, echoes Larsen's
sentiment.
"There is a loss ofnot just a bar or a venue,"
said Perry, "but a community institution.
You're not just displacing, but taking away a
sense of identity."
Perry was one ofmany in the SU community
whoseapartment was convertedto a condo. He
was lucky to have the means to move out and
find a comparable alternative.
Larsen lives in a 200-square-foot studio
apartment for $480 a month. After she gradu-
ates this year, she plans to move further away,
but like most low-income earners, she has to
balance price and distance.
"I'd like to try moving to a cheaper area like
the UniversityDistrict or Ballard because I can
get a bigger place," said Larsen, "but I can't
go too far away [from work] because I don't
have a car."
Pushing people out
Last summer, Shale Maulana, a senior at
the University of Washington, was sitting on
her porch in the Central District when a white
couple approached her.
"Is this house for sale?" they asked.
"No," she replied.
how much would you put it on the
market for?" they chided.
The demand for housing has caused house
prices to soar in the Central District. A once
predominantlyblackand low income neighbor-
hood is being replaced by white, high income
residents.
"The reason my dad got a house in the Cen-
tral District was because he was tiredofwhite
people harassing him because he's black and
has an accent," said Maulana.
Maulana and her father, a UW professor
from Kenya, moved to their house on 28th
Avenue 17years ago when Maulana was four
years old. Back then housing was affordable.
Thepolice presence was non-existent- in fact,
Maulanarecalls that police wouldn't even show
up if they were called. Children couldn't use
the parks in the area because they were poorly
maintained and full of drug addicts.
Since then, the demographics have changed.
The percentage of white residents jumped
from 35 percent in 1990to 50 percent in 2000,
while theblack population wentfrom over half
to about a third of the population those same
years, according the census. Not only is race
changing in the Central District, but class is
as well. The percentage of households in the
Central District who earn more than $75,000
a year jumpedfrom four percent in 1990 to 18
percent in 2000.
As soon as the demographics began to
change, so did the police presence. Maulana
has seen an increase in police harassment.
"The police are crawling all over the Central
District now," said Maulana. "I'vebeen walking
home from the bus at around eight or nine [at
night], and the police are shining their lights on
me.All I'm doing is walking down the street."
The maintenance of the neighborhood has
changed as well. As the neighborhood got
whiterand richer, parks were renovated, extra
lighting was installed where previously there
was drug activityand streets were repaired that
had never been repaired before.
"There is this myth that people move into
the core of the city because it is closer to all
these amenities," said Perry,".. .but it's actually
when gentrifiers come to a community, that is
when the amenities come."
Perry has done scholarly work and is teach-
ing a class next quarter around the subject of
gentriflcation in the Central District.
"The presence ofStarbucks is a metaphor for
something bigger," said Perry. "There is now a
market [in the Central District] for urban pro-
fessional hipsters. This is not simply a face-lift
or urbanrenewal - this is gentriflcation."
Lower-income residents, most ofwhich are
black, have been pushed south to Rainier Valley
because they can'tafford skyrocketing property
taxes on theirhouses, or they cannot afford the
subsequent increases in rent.
"A lot of people that I grew up with don't
live here anymore," said Maulana.
Some people reason that the neighborhood
has seen many improvements and that the
residents who moved out of the neighborhood
got a good price for their home.
"A lot ofpeople argue that gentriflcation is
improving the neighborhood, but it's no longer
accessible to people of color," said Maulana.
"Yeah it's nicer, but it's not accessible to the
people who were here before."
Considering Seattle University's proxim-
ity to the Central District, students - many
of whom are low income earners themselves
- will have an even harder time simultaneously
paying for school and therising cost ofrent.
"It's increasingly expensive for students to
rent single units," said Reed. "I think students
are having to double up and pick jobs up on
the side and get more loans."
He continued, "Students are in a tough situa-
tionbecause it's clear that Seattle is becoming
a place for upper-class people."
This is how theSeattle skyline will look
in 2010 if all currently proposed con-
dos of 50 or more units are built. The
strong job market has attracted more
people thanSeattle has housing, caus-
ing developers to build condos and
convert apartments to condos atrecord
numbers. Conversions have displaced
a number of residents, including stu-






On campus, Murphy Townhouse
2 bdrm, 2 people
$862 per roommate, incl. all utilities




1 bdrm apt., no roommates





$535.33 per roommate, incl. all utilities
$339, Preferred Club MealPlan
$50, Additional Expenses
Student D
In the Central District
2 bdrm. apt., 2 people
$447.50 per roommate, incl. all utilities
$120, groceries
$120, additional expenses
While making your decisions,
remember these few things:
While living on campus may seem more expen-
sive, having unlimited heat for the same price is
convenient during the winter.
Youwill want Internet access in your apartment, so
keep in mind the price ofDSL or wireless (around
$40 a month for Qwest after all of the fees and
surcharges)
An on-campus meal plan means complete cooked
meals in a restaurant-style atmosphere. Grocery
shopping involves preparation and other expenses,
and while it is cheaper, Top Ramen mayend up the
dinner ofchoice when money is tight.
Off campus, it will always cost less to live with
roommates, instead ofhaving your own studio or
one-bedroom.
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Sam Kirby, senior guard, contributed four
three-pointers, totaling 20 points on the game
and David White, senior center, recorded a
career high 13 blocks, three blocked shots
and four steals in the victory.
The next day Seattle remained undefeated
on their home court after defeating Ashland
University 91-81.
Continuing to stand out, Kirby racked 27
points, White had another double-double
and Ricky Berry, freshman guard, managed
16points on the game. Team captain, senior
guard Ryan Webb, also added 13 assists to
aid the win.
Kirby, with 47 points and 11 three-pointers
on the weekend, was named GNAC Co-Play-
erof the Week for his efforts. The honor was
shared with Seattle Pacific University's Rob
Will who had record setting, nine blocked
shots against California State University
Los Angeles.
"Sam is a second year player for us and
as a senior and as a guard he demonstrated
the patience and the poise and then skill to
score and take shots at the right opportunity,"
said Callero.
The team's first match was against Metro
State College. Despite another valiant effort
by SU, the team came away with their first
loss of the season, 84-76, in overtime.
The game, a nail biter, went back and forth
during the final minute of regulation play.
Kirby hit a three to tie the game at 1:30 in
regulation.
Metro State's Jesse Wagstaff hit a shot
with 41 seconds left;Leigh Swanson, sopho-
more forward, answered back with just 18
seconds to go.
Seattle then held the Roadrunners in the
remaining seconds, sending the game into
overtime. The Redhawks struggled to get a
shot in during overtime, scoring a mere four
points compared to Metro State's 12.
"Our heart and our intensity were there.
We're a competitive team. They made some
tough shots when they needed to and we
missed some shots when we needed to [make
them]," said Swanson. "That's how it goes
sometimes."
Swanson added 12 points and five re-
bounds to the Redhawk campaign, while
Kirby continued to stay hot, adding 24
points with six three-pointers. White added
yet another double-double and Webb put
out 12 assists.
Just two days later, Seattle earned its
first victory on the road against Colorado
Christian, a game that Swanson would earn
a career high 23 points in.
"I justknow that I'mone ofthe players that
needs to step up. It's not all about scoring,
but it's just a matter oftime," said Swanson.
"It's nothing special - it does look good - but
I expect many more."
The Redhawks jumped ahead early in
the game and continued on throughout the
second half, never allowing Colorado Chris-
tian to take the lead. Along with Swanson's
performance, Chris Gweth, freshman guard,
made his first collegiate a success with 16
points and two steals in place of injured
Webb.
"Webb, he's our leader. He holds every-
thing together," said Swanson. "When he
went out, everyone had to step up."
Webb was injured during over time in the
previous game against Colorado Christian,
making him unable to start for just the ninth
time in his years at Seattle University.
"It was a game in which a freshman had
to stand up and and replace a senior. You're
stepping into big shoes to fill. Ryan Webb is
clearly a leader ofour team," said Callero. "I
was very proud of our efforts that game."
Kirby took on the leadership role that
Webb generally plays and, although he
wasn't the lead scorer for this game, still
added 11 points, five rebounds and three as-
sists. Seattle shot over 40 percent from the
three-point line during the gameand finished
with a 83-79 victory.
Wrapping up their three game road trip,
Seattle defeated Regis University 54-51
thanks to four made free throws by Kirby in
the last minute of regulation play.
Kirby, Swanson and White finished to-
gether with 32 points, two steals, seven as-
sists, twelve rebounds and two blocked shots
on the night. Webb returned from his injury,
taking on 28 minutes ofplay and contributing
four points, six assists and one steal.
Seattle is scheduled to take on the Uni-
versity ofHawaii-Hilo Saturday at 2 p.m. at
Connolly Center.
"They're [Hawaii] a real dangerous
team because they have traditionally a well
coached team and they have lot of junior
college players that have transferred in," said
Callero. "They have probably five or six new
players - pretty athletic team."
Over the break, the team also plans to
travel to Hawaii for games against Brigham
Young University-Hawaii and Hawaii Pacific




Upcoming Redhawk Sporting Events;
Fri. Dec. 1, 7 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Western
State at Connolly Center.
Sat Dec. 2, 2 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Hawaii-Hiio at
Connolly Center.
Sat. Dec. 2, 6 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Grand
Canyon at Connolly Center.





Men's basketball finds success at home, on the road
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M Dear Wingman,
o£inlli Help! I can't decide what to do
jjQ 1 •■■•.»» ...___ 'with this $10 coupon. Should
VfllMul'lnlM I be a good guy and order a
www.dearwingman.com gigantic platter of wings to
share ■with a friend? Or order
Dear Wingman, something just for me — like a
My friend keeps eating my nibs. Back Draft Burger and a pint
Is thereany way to get him to stop? oi root beer?
—Todd, Seattle —Arne, Seattle
Dear Todd, . Dear Arne,
Mmmmmm, nibs. At \ . I think Y°u should
first glance, they look J
— M&- treQt Y°Ur taSte
like hotwings that ft W bUdS ~ Qnd Y°Ur
have already been bud —to a heapin'
fully enjoyed. But for helpin of hotwings.
those willing to put -
-■*r Sb*®** ST^STiieffort, there s plenty
, ~,,,, ~ , have to wipe? It'sof good stuff stifl in there. If you re
. . , , , such a waste of sauce.done with your nibs, indulge
... , , ,
—Jason, Kirklandyour friend and let him finish
them off. Dear Jason,
There's no denying that the sauce
Dear Wingman, makes the hotwings. But wiping
My new girlfriend's totally hot is both important and inevitable,
but only orders 1-alarm wings. a you don't want to look like
Should I dump her? a _say_ins,t .orris* *w?.*«|
_






this coupon and get a meal up UmfHj value »
I One coupon per orderw«^^
.
Mondays or for to-go items, alcohol, taxand gratumes.
no j
*
n -t„IHUI I Greenwood Bellinghcfm 232 Central 1
, S£waf& ™±, 902 N SU-eSt 21008 1»'
BellevueAve Greenwood 360-714-9464 253. 854. 9464 425-822-9464 1
| 206-860-9464 | 206-706-4036 J
* ——"jsie—irT" wing's' "En friends share a platter, the
added bonus: she'll never try to unspoken rule is that each person
eat any of your "way-too-hot" should eat an equal ratio of hoth




chicken breast or falafel pita + large
fountain drink -I- bag of chips for &
bucks (including tax!).
in-store only — must have student i.d. — expires 11/15/06
I ; !
- open 'ti! midnight!
(3am ThursrSat)
- delivers! delivers! delivers!
- good AND healthy!
we deliver until midnight every night!
order online at:
www.ca.phillpita.pit . com
1513 Broadway . 206 302 7070
(next to Atlas clothing)
Coach counts passion for basketball a blessing
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu.edu
For those who know Seattle University
men's basketball coach Joe Callero well,
the success he has brought to the program
is not surprising. In one way or another, he
has been coaching basketball for most of
his life.
Growing up, Callero was one of 16 kids;
nine brothers and six sisters. While theirfam-
ily started out on MercerIsland, they moved
to a farm in Enumclaw, needing more space
for their growth. Once there, the family built
two basketball courts - one outside and one
in a barn - which provided Callero and his
siblings the opportunity to form teams and
organize games with other local kids.
"I was playing basketball every day, hav-
ing apple fights, running around the field; so
it was a very competitive, spirited family ex-
perience," said Callero. "There was never a
dull moment with 16 kids running around."
It's no surprise that basketball today re-
minds Callero of his family. In fact, three
of his brothers are or have been coaches
as well.
As he grew up, Callero played basketball
for Enumclaw High School and later went
on to earn his A.A. at Highline Community
College.
In 1983 he attended Central Washington
University and played point guard for the
basketball team. In his first two seasons at
Central, the team made two NAIA national
tournament appearances. He graduated with
B.A. in psychology in 1986.
Surprisingly, Callero did not originally
intend on coaching as a career. Instead, he
planned to be a youth counselor. His first
full time job was as at a juvenile home for
at risk youth.
"I didn't start coaching as a profession.. .it
was just a passion," said Callero.
Nonetheless, in 1989 he returned to
Highline Community College as the men's
basketball head coach. He left the position in
1992,but returned from 1995 to 1998.
During those years
he accumulated a re-
cord of 130-49. His
team was NWAACC
Champions in 1997
and 1998. Both years
combined, Callero's
team lost only two
games and both sea-
sons Callero was
named Northwest Di-
vision Coach of the
Year. While at High-
line, Callero coached
Brian Scalabrine, a





lero was the head
basketball coach and
guidance counselor at
Sumner High School, leading Sumner to its
first winning season in six years. Callero also
directed school district camps, including the
Nate McMillanBasketball Camp.
In 1999 he left the Northwest for an as-
sistant coach position under Henry Biddy
at the University of Southern California.
That season the Trojans earned a bid to the
National Invitation Tournament basketball
championships postseason tournament.
While Callero and his wife Erika enjoyed
living inLos Angeles, they decided to move
back to the Northwest and closer to their
families when Erika became pregnant with
their daughter Malia.
Callero was offered a coaching position at
the University ofPuget Sound and remained
there until he was offered the head coach
position at Seattle University in 2001. Since
then, the program has seen a vast improve-
ment.
The change in leadership proved to be
successful early on when, during 2002-03,
Callero led the Redhawks to their first win-
ning season in nine years - the program's
best winning percentage since the 1984-85
season.
"This had always been my dream job,"
said Callero. "I told a number of people
when I first got out of college, 'if I do go
into coaching, I think one of the best jobs
is Seattle U."'
Seattle University felt like home to Cal-
lero. Furthermore, the coach was comfort-
able with the university's Jesuit tradition
and mission.
"When you're raisedCatholic you develop
a certain respect and admiration [for] the
Jesuits. Social justice was a very core value
to our family," said Callero.
According to those he works with, Cal-
lero still has a strong sense of pride in the
institution.
"He's very passionate about SU, which not
everyone realizes. He got his masters here
and has family in the school," said Daniel
Emerson, assistant men's basketball coach.
Now that Callero is in his fifth season here,
he has vastly improved the men's basketball
program. While his coaching style can seem
intense, Callero believes thatby pushing his
players he has helped thembe successful.
"Self esteem isn't built by just saying,
'Atta boy,' you know, it's built by setting
certain goals, telling players that they have
to achieve those goals and saying you could
do better at this area," said Callero.
Callero's players seem to appreciate his
tough tactics.
"Ifyou're screwing up and not doing well,
he will call you out, right there, right then,"
said David White, senior center. "It's not
like he's trying to insult you, he's trying to
help you."
The team also recognizes that Callero
expects them to work hard and improve
every day.
"He's real serious at practice, because
that's work. What we do at practice is what
we're [going to] do at the games," said Sam
Kirby, senior guard. "He wants us to get
better everyday; he doesn't want to take no
steps back. He wants to keep us consistent
throughout the year."
Besides improving their skills on the
court, Callero strives to instill solid values
his athletes as well.
Callero wants his players to see the team
as family and the game as a profession.
He demands that they respect each other,
their coaching staff and anyone else they
encounter. He also stresses the importance
ofbalance in his players' lives.
"Your family, faith and
academics first. For the
two hours that you're on
the court you better keep
your focus on basketball,
but once that's over you
need to refocus into your
academic life, refocus
into your personal life,"
said Callero. "More ofour
players get theirM.B.A.'s
than go on to the NBA."
Callero certainly rec-
ognizes the importance of
academics and stresses it
to his athletes. The play-
ers are required to attend
a two hour long study hall
twice a week.
"He's helped me get my
grades straight, [because]
that's the most important.
This is a good school and
if you don't handle your academics right
then you're not even [going to] be able to
play," saidKirby.
Ifyou talk to any ofCallero's players about
their coach, it becomes clear how much he
cares for his team. All of his athletes have a
common understanding that if they need to
talk about anything - school, girls, life in
general - Callero is always there to listen
to them.
"'Players come first'...he always says it.
If any one of us call he's guaranteed to pick
up," saidKirby. "He treats us like we're one
ofhis kids."
Callero understands that his players have
more going on in their lives than just bas-
ketball, and tries to help them deal with the
many challenges they face. To stay connected
with them, Callero invites two players to his
home for dinner every Monday night.
"The number one thing you try to do as
a coach is change lives and help people,"
said Callero. "You're not really coaching
basketball, you're coaching people."
Many, ifnot all ofhis players are confident
that they will maintain a strong relation-
ship with Callero after they leave Seattle
University.
"He's always [going to] support us in
anything we do, because we're family,"
said Kirby. "Anybody who's been through
this program has him for support and I
know he's [going to] do the same for us."
Despite his success, Callero says that he is
still trying to improve as a coach and learn
more about the game. He attends numerous
clinics, reads basketball books avidly and
purchases training DVDs annually.
"I try to get better. I have not arrived as
a coach or a person. The moment you think
you've arrived is the moment you'll stop
improving and your team will die," said
Callero.
Callero knows where he wants to take the
basketball program at SU and what he wants
his legacy to be. He hopes to continue to
coach at Seattle University into retirement
and that, by then, SU will be a major force
at the Division I level.
'Tailing to plan is planning to fail," said
Callero. "And my plan is to go DI."
For now, Callero feels fortunate that he
is able to make a career out of a game that
he loves.
"This is a blessing, to coach basketball...
and they pay me," said Callero. "It's very
challenging, and that's what's so reward-
ing."
Joey Anchondo/The Spectator
Head coach Joe Callero associates basketball withfamily, passion and tradition.
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This Friday, Seattle University'sArmy ROTC
Battalion will take on the University ofWashing-
ton's Navy ROTC program at Husky Stadium,
rekindling the "105 year-old rivalry" between
the two in a flag football match.
"This is a great opportunity for the cadets to
take part in century old rivalry and build cohe-
sion at the same time," said Lt. Col. Audrey
Hudgins, professor ofmilitary science.
The match is the thirdof the Army-Navy Chal-
lenge, which sees SU's Army heading into the
series undefeated and has high hopes of keep-
ing the tradition of winning alive - especially
in terms of pride in SU's size in comparison to
that ofUW.
The SU Army Battalion accounts for 55 cadets
pulling from a 4,160 undergraduate population,
while the UW boasts 86 cadets from a 26,311
undergraduate enrollment. Approximately 20
cadets from both schools will be participating
in the game.
"We often bandy about the phrase 'Small
school, big attitude,'" said Hudgins. "We hope
to continue our winning streak in a fun game
under the lights of Husky Stadium."
The event also allows both groups to join
together in gathering toys for the Toys for Tots
program, which collects new, unwrapped toys in
the last three months of the year for distribution
among needy children in the community during
Christmas. Last year, the toy drive brought in
more than six boxes of toys and over $500.
"We hope to collect a large number of toys for
the Toys for Tots program since the holidays are
upon us," said Hudgins.
The admission-free game is scheduled for 7
p.m. and is open to the public.
Women's team pulls offensive stunt
Nick McCarvel
mccarvel@seattleu. edu
The Seattle University women's basket-
ball team is off to a hot start this season,
winning three of their opening four games
- all on the road.
"One of our top five team goals is to be
the best defensive team in thecountry," said
Dan Kriley, head coach. "The entire team
has embraced that goal and understands the
value of what we do defensively."
While the team is giving upjust44 points
per game, Kriley sees plenty of room for
improvement.
"This team knows we should be 4-0
and let one slip away," said Kriley. "They
worked extremely hard last week in prac-
tice and are determinedto get better every
day."
The team opened the season in style,
downing Notre Dame de NamurUniversity
on theirhome court in Belmont, Calif, 74-
59 on Nov. 16.
The Redhawks trailed their host by eight
points at halftime, but used a 27-5 run
midway through the second half to secure
a season-opening victory.
Laina Sobczak, junior forward, led the
team with 14points against Notre Dame and
has continued to be anoffensive weaponfor
Seattle, scoring in double digits in all four
of the Redhawks' games.
"Laina has always been a scorer. The
difference between last year and this year
is she made the commitment to being
extremely fit and we have more scoring
options around her," said Kriley. "Last year
she always got double teamed and got very
few breaks. Teams can no longer help off
as much and we are deeper in her position
so she doesn't have to play tired."
SU nearly made it two-for-two in Bel-
mont. Following their win over the tour-
nament host, Seattle led California State
University Los Angeles by 12 points with
6:06 remaining in the second half only to
see that lead evaporate, losing 52-49.
It was a game that the defensively-mind-
ed Redhawks took several lessons from in
order to improve upon their future results.
The team had an opportunity to display
that wisdom this past weekend in Ellens-
burg, facing two non-conference opponents
at the annual Central Washington University
Wildcat Classic.
Seattle put on a rare display of offensive
output and defensive stubbornness, beat-
ing San Francisco State University 57-34
on Friday and Alderson-Broaddus College
83-32 on Saturday.
"Thekey to our defense this year is that
we trust each other to help us out when we
need it," saidLaura Jones, senior wing. "If
we didn't trust each other to help one an-
other out, we would not be able to play our
hard, intense kind of defense we play"
While Seattle has continuously relied on
its strong defense to get them through diffi-
cultsituations, the team is finding offensive
output from all corners of the court.
Sobczak's standout offense has been
teamed with solid performances from
Carly Fromdahl, senior forward, and
Jackie Thomas, junior guard, who are both
averaging around seven points per game.
Quinn Brewe, sophomore forward and
Laura Jones, senior wing are also making
healthy contributions averaging about six
points per game.
"The two wins at Central were very en-
couraging," said Jones. "It helped show our
opponents that we will keep working hard
on the offensive and defensive ends all the
way to the last buzzer."
The versatility of the SU offense was
especially on display against Alderson, as
12 Redhawks played and scored in the 51-
point win, the largest margin of victory in
SU's history.
While the team knows that early season
success is usually a good thing, they will
continue to practice over thenext few weeks
in preparation for their conference schedule
that commences in January.
"Starting the season off 3-1 is a great
start for our team. We should be 4-0, but
we learned from that loss and it made us
a better team," said Sobczak. "We have a
special group this season and I am excited
to see what we can accomplish."
The hard-working group will not be al-
lowed much time to celebrate their fast start
to the season, hitting the hardwoodfor more
competition.
This week the 3-1 squadwas scheduledto
have three home games, including a delayed
game against Evergreen State College that
was postponed on Tuesday due to weather.
This Friday the team is still scheduled to
take on Western State College ofColorado
at 7 p.m. and then GrandCanyon University
ofArizona at 6 p.m. on Saturday.
"Laina has always been
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Sanation &z/ent Qgtreafa
Consider making one of the one of two Ignatian Retreats. Based on the
SpiritualExercises of St. Ignatius, these retreats are designed to deepen
one's Christian faith and to achieve a moreprqfbtmd level ofpersonal
andspiritualfreedom.
5-Day Silent Retreat 3-Day Silent Retreat
December 10-15,2006 January 12-15,2007
Palisades Retreat Center aS
FEDERAL WAV, WA
Contact Mr. Jes Sauer, SJ (206)296-2267 or sauerj@seattleu.edu for
information and applications. Students of all faith traditions are welcome and
encouraged to attend. Scholarships available.
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Sign up at Connolly Center front desk, NOW! Call 296-6441 for more mfol
Email: hulievm@seattleu.edu if you
\bffls)u\] ££a!J1I1&S iSSP WB& QmKPß**®* are interested or have questions.
The first trip is to Crystal Mountain on Saturday, January 20!!
Here's what you and your SU pais get: <jgfe , . , .._ ,
»*,..,.
~.~,-/ r- .. . +** r.,, j «»* Leave promptly from NE corner of* BUS RIDE to Crystal, $5 for SU students K u K / on
(Facu.ty/Staff/Non-SU students $10) Banna
" Hall at 7:30am '
'Discount price of $50 for LIFT TICKET Crystal at 4pm return to SU by 6Pm.
Beginning packages include equipment rental, lift ticket, £t 2hr lessons...available
for only $50! RESERVE a space on the buses NOW by paying your fee at the Connolly
Center front desk. Limited seats. Fees must be prepaid 48 hours in advance to
reserve space on bus and get discounts.
More upcoming Snow Trips: * Sat. February 3rd - Ski Bus to Stevens *vT* jjjjj?
* Sat February 24 - Ski Bus to Crystal * Sat./Sun March 3/4 - Overnight to Mt. Baker
lep classes & Fitness Challenge
Program (LEP) offers a variety of .. .. * ... ™«-»
~ . . , ... a Almost time for the 2007fitness and exercise classes like: ».
......
... u /-/£?sh3 Anne Carraoher Fitness ftKickboxing, Karate, Hula, Salsa, Hip Hop, eA=~£r „, ~ jr. , ,-.f. -... « u Dii Wellness Challenge! TheFencing, HydroFit, Aerobics, Belly <& "
.
„ _ . ..
.. fff Challenge is a 6-week wellnessDancing, Yoga, Swimming, Strength i 3
Training, & MORE!! SIGN UP SOON at
** Incent,ve Pro§ ram designed to
Connolly, as classes begin Jan. 16th! ™^aie SU students> staff' and faculty
to achieve a healthier lifestyle. Teams
TrrrrviAAl mnlc Come back for winter of four compete by earning pointsXIIII UiVIUI UI3 quarter activities ~ , , ... .. ... .... ... «!• . n u ii weekly for healthy activities like exer-A i, including Singles Racquetball '
Mkgb" Tournament, Billiards Doubles, cising, eating well, not smoking, andVasJJJ Wiffleball, Free Throw/ 3pt flossing! It's fun and an SU tradition!
sIT contest, Wallyball Tourney, Ends with bragging rights & cool prizes!
Indoor Soccer and Basketball!
£, 11 | P'x /» x~~ Learn more at one of the threeOlPEngTh 01 I" I*ll6ss CCnTCr info Meetings (30mins) that will
More classes offered to help you be held on the following dates:
improve your health fit fitness: Lunchtime
Circuit Training, Core Training, and Women I' 9 TUES s:oopm,
on Weights. New training opportunities Connolly South Court
include Personal Training Certification and 1/10 WEDS 12:15pm
a Beginners Running Group. Wycoff Auditorium, Eng2oo, or




throughout the quarter! % vVVcoff Auditorium, EngZOO
For more information on these go to: Sign up by noon 1/13,
www.seattleu.edo/recsports/ BEGINS on JAN 16
Cash for Books!
Get more cash NOW; Demand is high for January books.
Don't wait, your books will loose value after December. Save
up to 62% when buying and selling Used Books.
FREE GIFTPACK WHEN SELLING BOOKS!
(limited supply)
Bookstore
University Services Building 12th & Marion 206-296-5821 www.SeattleUbookstore.com
Editorial
In recent weeks the outcry for rub-
bers — of all different kinds — on
Seattle University's campus has in-
tensified in mammoth proportions.
In one form the call has been for ga-
loshes, to help ward off the damaging
effects of a recent onslaught of rain,
snow and ice; in the other, a call for
the distribution of condoms on this
Jesuit campus.
Over the past week the Trian-
gle Club of Seattle University has
undertaken an initiative dubbed
"Condoms4Campus." With this initia-
tive the club has circulated a petition
to the students ofthis university call-
ing for the immediate distribution of
condoms on campus.
According to the petition, "Mak-
ing condoms available on university
campuses is not only an urgent need,
but a necessity to living a healthy and
realistic life."
Though we fully endorse open
dialogue with respect to the issue
surrounding contraceptives, the claim
that the availability of condoms on
campus is not only an urgent need,
but also a necessity to a healthy life,
is acutely incorrect.
Not only is Seattle University's
campus within walking distance of
two free condom distributors: the
Lifelong AIDS Alliance (which is lit-
erally across the street from campus)
and Planned Parenthood, but distribut-
ing condoms on this campus poses a
direct and abrasive conflict with the
university's Jesuit ideals.
According to Catholic doctrine and
teachings, the use ofcontraceptives is
inherently wrong because it interferes
with God's will and decree for the
human race; this is also referred to as
"natural law."
To the Catholic Church, sex and all
of its associated pleasure is a gift from
God which is intended to be used in
the pursuit ofcreating new life, while
at the same time fostering an inti-
mate, respectful, loving relationship
between husband and wife.
In 1968 Pope Paul VI issued the
formal doctrine regarding the Catholic
Church's stance on birth control Hu-
manae Vitae. This document outlined
and explained the Church's view and
reasoning behind its stance regarding
birth control. Given that this decree
was the word of the Pope, which was
handed to him directly from God
— and given that God is not fickle in
nature — it is unlikely that Catholic
doctrine on this issue will change.
In choosing to attend Seattle Uni-
versity, students made the conscious
choice to attend an institution which
is dedicated to developing the whole
person and doing so in the light of
Catholic teaching. As a result of our
decision to attend this university, we
must expect and accept the fact that
the policies of our school will be in
accordance with Roman Catholic
doctrine.
The current student based undertak-
ing to make condoms available on
campus is not a useful exhaustion of
energy orresourcefulness. Regardless
of how much pressure the university
or the administration receives regard-
ing the issue, the stance ofthis institu-
tion cannot waver.
Despite the necessary rigidity in
the preservation of Catholic doctrine,
and the regulations regarding con-
traceptives by which this university
is bound, healthy conversation and
discussion regarding the issue is en-
couraged. An understanding of the
societal, spiritual and physical reason-
ing behind the different perspectives
surrounding the use and availability
of contraceptives is necessary for all
involved in this extremely important
and divisive topic.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Megan Peter, Brenda Stice, Lauren Padgett and Rob La Gatta. Signed
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It's not a quagmire, it's a muddle
Michael Reagan
Syndicated Columnist
This is a time for giving thanks, and
among the many things for which I am
thankful is the fact that I am not George
W Bush.
Think about it - in the sixth year ofhis
presidency he is besieged on all sides, not
onlyby his foes, but by his friends and sup-
porters as well.
On the one side are those demanding that
the president adopt some kind of face-sav-
ing solution that will allow him to withdraw
from Iraq without admitting the United
States has lost yet another war - the solu-
tion once recommendedby formerVermont
Sen. George Aiken, who advised that we
declare victory in Vietnam and get out.
Among those advocating this kind of
sleight of hand are members of George
Herbert Walker Bush's administration,
perhaps even former Secretary of State
James Baker. Baker co-chairs the widely
toutedIraq Study Group, which has leaked
its recommendations for coping with the
war by calling for negotiations with Syria
and Iran.
On the other side are the hawks who
want not only to remain in Iraq, but have
advanced the rather peculiar idea that the
ultimate aim in any conflict is to win it.
They insist that anything less than total
victory over the insurgency would result
in unthinkableconsequences for the United
States, the Middle East and the West.
In the middle are the great masses of
American people who told exit pollsters
they weren't against the war, only against
how it was being conducted.
Then there is the Congress of the United
States, fated to fall into the hands of the
liberal-controlled Democratic Party whose
leadership is deeply enamored of the idea
of cutting and running - a concept they
disguise by calling the pullout of the U.S.
from Iraq "redeployment."
To complicate matters, however, pow-
erful Democrats such as Hillary Clinton
more or less support the idea of remaining
in Iraq until the Iraqi forces can handle the
insurgency on their own.
The president's dilemma arises from
his conviction that a pullout before Iraq
has been enabled to fight theirwar on the
insurgency would lead to a conflagration
that would engulf the entire Middle East,
disrupt the supply of the oil that keeps our
economic engine running, create a national
base for the Jihad that would enable the
radical Islamic movement (probably armed
with nukes to bring the Jihadto our shores),
and eventually drive the West out of the
entire area.
Yet the pressure on the president to find
a solution that will allow us to leave Iraq,
even ifit's with our tail between our legs,
is growing more and more intense.
Added to the dilemma is the president's
knowledge that negotiations with Syria
and Iraq can have only one result - with-
drawal disguised as recognition that Iraq is
a regional problem meant to be solved by
regional interests - in this case, Iran.
The president knows Ml well that the
only negotiating point is surrender to Iran,
whose 1979constitution declares theaimof
the Jihad is world conquest by the Islamic
revolution which it leads. To Iran, Iraq is
the high ground they seek to take in their
war against the West.
Should the president continue to stress
his role as Commander in Chief, he will
find himselffacing anobstructive Congress
that will use every device available to them,
perhaps even to the extent of withdrawing
funding for the military.
Given the facts of the matter, should the
president cave in to the peace-at-any-price
crowd thedeaths ofalmost 3,000 American
fighting men and women - and the bil-
lions ofdollars it has cost - will have been
shamefully wasted.
On the other hand, should he stick to his
guns, he will find himself the most em-
battled President since Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln couldn't find generals who could
go out and win the War between the States,
had to deal with an obstructive Congress
and its Committee on the Conduct of the
War, and even fought dissent by members
of his own cabinet, one ofv horn referred
to Lincoln as "the original ape."
That's why I'm thankful that I'm not
George W. Bush.
Dear Editor,
I applaud ASSU President Young Truong for his recent letter to the studentbody in which he sets a goal for ASSU to better
apply the Jesuitethic ofsocial justice in student government's activities. Yet, I was sttuckby the language Truong used in respect
to the new TVs in the Connolly Center. Twice Truong asserts that the televisions are a "basic necessity" for Seattle University
students. I am sure TVs are now standard in most weight rooms, but ifwe thinkof the many amenities that SU offers students
as "basic necessities" we risk forgetting our relative global prosperity and the important work of incorporating social: justice into
our everyday lives. If we attend events such as Oxfam's recent Hunger Banquet but do not apply the lesson of sustainability,
then SU has not succeeded in teaching us the spirit of true interconnectedness. Truong's language was surely not meant to be
offensive,but it reminds me how important it is to live with intention and appreciation ofhaving my basic necessities met in a
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OPINION
Emotions run high at "School of the Assassins"
Meaghan Driscoll
driscoll @seattleu. edu
It is Nov. 19,and 25 members of the Seattle
University Coalition for Global Concern
- including myself- are solemnly gathered
outside the gates of a military training school
in Fort Benning, Georgia. Each of us has
endured the long journey from Seattle to
Georgia for one common purpose: to join
others in the fight against injustice.
Nicknamed "The School of theAssassins"
by adversaries, the military training school
we are gathered at is a profound symbol of
injustice that occurs in our world today.
The school's official name is the "Western
Hemisphere Institute for Security Coopera-
tion" (WHINSEC), and its' official.purpose is
to provide combat training forLatinAmerican
soldiers. However, behind the official terms
and mission statements administered by the
government, lie some harsh and often clouded
realities about the school.
The School of the Americas (SOA), which
is a more appropriate name than WHINSEC,
essentially provides Latin American soldiers
with the tools they need to wage war against
their own people. Graduates of the SOA
have consistently been responsible for the
torture, rape, assassinations and massacres
of innocent people. Some notable victims
of SOA graduates include multiple Jesuits,
other religious workers, union organizers
and educators.
One weekend out of every year for the past
nine, Fort Benning has become a rallying
point against the SOA for thousandsofpeople
throughout the United States. The pinnacle
event of the weekend is a solemn procession
ofall the people gathered in commemoration
of the victims of SOA graduates.
This was the information all of us from
Seattle University had heard, and it was our
outrage that acted as a catalyst to get us to
Georgia to voice our opinions.
As stated, our purpose is to join others in
the fight against injustice. To be more precise,
we are here to join 22,000 others in that fight
and our ultimate goal was to force the "School
of the Assassins" to shut down.
It is a chilly and still Sunday morning. The
25 of us have joined the larger mass of people
and are waiting in silent anticipation for the
procession to begin. Some hold a banner
that reads, "Seattle University - Close the
SOA/WHINSEC," while others hold either
a cross with the name ofa victim ofthe SOA
inscribed on it or roses.
Soon the "No Mas No More" litany and
procession begins. The names and ages of
people murdered by graduates of the SOA
are sung out by omniscient voices, one after
another, after another. Vilma Rodriguez, 2
years old; Martina Rodriguez 35 years old;
Nicolasa Marquez, 19 years old. After each
name is read every person in the crowd gath-
ered raises a cross, flowers, or simply a hand,
and replies in song, "Presente" (Spanish for
"present").
Ten minutes go by, then 20, then 30, and
the names relentlessly continue.As timepro-
gresses the voices grow louder and louder as
our group marches closer to the stage where
the mysterious voices are singing.
Surprisingly, aswe pass the stage the voices
dissipate. We are nearing our destination: the
gates of the military base. As each individual
approaches the gates ofthe base they symboli-
cally place the cross, flowers, or anything else
on the fence in commemoration of those who
have died. A solemn silence washes over the
crowd.
It is the end of the two-hour procession,
and hearts and minds are rejuvenated with
the hope in the Return to Life Ritual. This
celebration of life consisted of a show by
puppetistas, music and dancing. The group
from Seattle University leaves, overtaken by
sorrow for those who have been killed but
drivenby hopes for a change in the future.
Meaghan Driscoll /The Spectator
Seattle University students protest WHINSEC, in Fort Benning, Georgia, a military school thatprovides trainingfor war criminals.
One man's problem with degrading courtesies
Sean Towey
toweys@seattleu. edu
All overpeople are confronted with signs of
this nation's moral degradation.Breasts flying
all over television, more and more sex driven
sitcoms and therate ofdivorce all point to the
downward spiral this country is in. 64 percent
ofAmericans voted in 2004, and 38 percent of
Americans were divorced. That's a little too
close for comfort.
Seeing as the sexual undertones cannot be
defeated, and I'm not planning on getting
married, I figured I would help with the small
stuff. Once we repair certain minor aspects of
our society, we will bebetter able to take on the
bigger stuff, like wardrobe malfunctions.
What I plan to attack with this editorial is
a pair of courtesies that have become all too
common; the standing ovation and encore.
If I was reading this as a speech, to thou-
sands of people, at this point I would expect
a standing ovation. Not because this work is
exceedingly well-writtenbut because everyone
receives a standing ovation today.
Takefor example this year's Welcome Week.
If I remember correctly, every speech given
received a standing ovation. In fact, a student
went on stage, fixed a microphone, and bowed
to the crowd as they stood up and clapped.
All of the speeches were well-written and
given with precision and clarity. They were
powerful and moving, but they did not deserve
a standing ovation.
Ernest Hemingway once said, "All our
words from loose using have lost their edge."
The same applies to standing ovations and
encores. They have lost theirmeaning.
A standing ovation shouldbe reserved for
moments like MartinLuther King's "I Have a
Dream" speech, for moments that should for-
ever be remembered. Ifevery speech given re-
ceives a standing ovation, what does that mean
ifsomeone doesn'treceive a standing ovation?
That their speech wasn't very good?
A standing ovation should mean that a
brilliant speech was given at the exact right
moment at the exact right time. It means that
speechwas history in the making. I shouldnot
expect to stand up before the speech is given.
And now the encore.
The last three music shows I have gone to
have done encores. Maybe one of those bands,
The Dresden Dolls, actually deserved to do it,
and that's just a maybe.
Afriend showed me the set list shereceived
from the guitarist at a Panic! At the Disco
show. The three encore songs were listed, not
as perhaps or maybe, but as they were planning
on playing them.
This is ridiculous. Bands should only do an
encore in a magical moment ofmusic history.
It should be exactly the right music at exactly
the right time performed to perfection. And
that just rarely happens, even if the band is
amazing.
I find it very respectable when a band walks
off stage to roaring applause, and stays off
stage. They know the difference between a
great concert and one that goes in annals of
music history.
So, next time you're listening to a speech or
ata concert, ask yourself a couple ofquestions
before you stand and applaud or scream for
an encore. Is this really history in the mak-
ing? Did the music or words stir the bottom
of my soul? Or am I just doing this because
everyone else is?
Ifnot, than the standing ovation and encore
will cease to have meaning, they will become
necessary. Something else will have to take
theirplace to signal speeches andconcerts that







In the 19905, Mother Theresa made
a few phone calls to various state gov-
ernors in the U.S. In one ofthe eases, a
man was granted a stay that prolonged
his life by two years. In another instance,
a differentman's life waspreserved. The
governors, by means of current laws,
have the option, orthechoice, to execute
orpardon human beings as ifthepower
to end life was bestowed upon themby
God, orby naturalright.
Everyone understands prison as both
a physical and rational deterrent of
crime. Many argue that capital punish-
ment is merely an upgraded derivative
ofthe same concept However, can one
trulyargue thatkilling can be righted by
more killing? Can a wrong make right
a previous wrong? This veers far from
any idea of defense similartothat ofJust
War theory; this is thekilling/murder of
a detained, unarmed human being.
Also, any supporters of the death
penalty must ask themselves if they
are willing to take arisk, as a nation, in
approving the killing of even a single
innocent persoa Evidence has proven
that this has not been such arare occur-
rence inhistory, or even now.
Every human being, you and I alike,
has passed through essential stages of
development fliat do not make us any
more or less human. It's not as if one
only becomes a fullperson uponpuberty
or when one reaches one's final height.
Life is a process, and every single thing
necessary for the human body and its
process is prfesent upon conception ex-
cept the daily nutritionwe all need.
Can anation ignore therights of those
at the earliest stages of life? Mahatma
Gandhi, concerned with the rights and
peace ofeveryone, once said: "It seems
to me clear as day that abortion should
be a crime." Like the death penalty,
abortion kills people and, this time, on
a much greater scale (around 1.3 mil-
lion children are aborted in the U.S.
annually).
Abortion falls under the pseudonym
ofpro-"choice." Women and men have
a choice in the conception of a child.
Whether or not the child is "accidental"
or "unwanted," can we continue to de-
fine freedom by achoice andprocedure
that stops a life and kills a child?
Oftenoverlooked, the most influential
feminists and women's suffrage leaders
in this nation werepassionately opposed
to abortion. These women knew abor-
tion as a lethal action that exploited
women, demoralized women, took the
lives of their children and reduced the
child-raising responsibility of women
and men These feminists, fighting for
their rights and the rights of children,
included Susan B. Anthony, Alice
Paul, SarahNorton and Elizabeth Cady
Stanton.
In thisnation, inthis world, shouldany
person have the power to choose who
lives and who dies? Our government's
current policies toward life,regrettably,
persuade some to an affirmative answer.
"...if a mother can kill her own child,
what is left for me to kill you and you
to kill me?" Here, Mother Theresa asks
us: where does it stop?




Nov. 23, 4:50 p.m.
Auto Prowl
A staff person reported to Public
Safety that someone entered
his unlocked vehicle in the
Broadway Garage and took
musical instruments sitting in
the back seat (drums, cymbals,
etc). The staff person reported
the incident from off campus.
Nov. 23, 5:30 p.m.
Trespass Arrest
Public Safety found a known
male (he has a previous
trespass and arrest history on
campus) loitering in the lobby.
The Seattle Police Department
responded and took the male
into custody.
Nov. 24, 12:40 a.m.
Concerned Parent Assist
Public Safety received a call
from a mother saying she was
trying to reach her daughter.
Public Safety notified the RA on
duty, who found the student in
her room. The student called her
mother and mom called back to
thank the officers.
Nov. 24, 2:45 p.m.
Recovered Stolen
Property
While patrolling on the east
side of the Connolly Center,
Public Safety recovered a stolen
purse from the bushes. They
turned the purse with wallet,
identification and other personal
items over to the Seattle Police
Department.
Nov. 24, 5:30 p.m.
Trespass Warning
Public Safety found two non-
affiliates loitering in the men's
restroom ofLogan Field. They
proceeded to warn the males,
who left campus after identifying
themselves.
Nov. 26, 12:20 a.m.
Fire Safety Assist
Public Safety was advised
a cigarette urn was emitting
smoke in the Murphy Garage.
They solved the problem by
extinguishing the ignited debris
inside the container.
Nov. 26, 9:30 a.m.
Assist Official Agency
Seattle Police Department
officers and 911 contacted
Public Safety, advising them
that Port of Seattle Police were
receiving a GPS signal of a
stolen vehicle somewhere in the
campus entrance/parking area.
SPD and PS were checking
the area when 911 advised
the correct address was three
blocks west of campus.
Nov. 26, 8:45 p.m.
Trespass Warning
Public Safety trespass warned a
male non-student who was lying
across a couch in the Student
Center lounge, sound asleep.
Campus Voice
How did you spend your
Photos and interviews by Megan Peter
"I rearranged my room
with my roommate, wrote
apaper and slept in."
JustinMatheny, freshman business
management and marketing major
"I slept in until 3 p.m.and
I woke up because my
stomach was growling."
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"Working on all my essays
andpreparing for finals."
MatthewWolfe, juniorpsychology
and criminal justice major
"We re-foughtWorldWar II on an epic scale."
[from left-right clockwise in photo] Tyler Mahoney, sophomore theology and
religious studies major; lan Hogan, freshman political science major; Chris Louer,
freshman political science major; Donnie Stockwell, freshman pre-major
